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ABSTRACT
A forward analytic model is required to rapidly simulate the neutron time-of-flight
(nToF) signals that result from magnetized liner inertial fusion (MagLIF) experiments
at Sandia’s Z Pulsed Power Facility. Various experimental parameters, such as the
burn-weighted fuel-ion temperature and liner areal density, determine the shape of
the nToF signal and are important for characterizing any given MagLIF experiment.
Extracting these parameters from measured nToF signals requires an appropriate analytic model that includes the primary DD neutron peak, once-scattered neutrons in
the beryllium liner of the MagLIF target, and direct beamline attenuation. Mathematical expressions for this model were derived from the general geometry time- and
energy-dependent neutron transport equation with anisotropic scattering. Assumptions consistent with the time-of-flight technique were used to simplify this linear
Boltzmann transport equation into a more tractable form. Models of the un-collided
and once-collided neutron scalar fluxes were developed for one of the five nToF detector locations at the Z Machine. Numerical results from these models were produced
for a representative MagLIF problem and found to be in good agreement with similar
radiation transport simulations. Twenty experimental MagLIF data sets were analyzed using the forward models, which were determined to only be sensitive to the
ion temperature. The results of this work were found to be in good agreement with
values obtained separately using other low and high fidelity models.
v
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1

Sandia’s Z Pulsed Power Facility

Sandia National Laboratories’ Z Pulsed Power Facility is the largest pulsed power
facility in the world. It is used for a wide variety of research that is intended, in part,
to increase our understanding of basic fusion science and technology. Pulsed power
has proven to be an important tool for studying high energy density physics such as
dynamic material properties, radiation science, and inertial confinement fusion [1].
Pulsed power compresses electrical energy in space and time to produce short
bursts of high power which generate high energy density conditions [2]. There is a
long history between pulsed power, plasma physics, and electrical engineering that
can be dated back to the late 18th century. Today, the Z-machine can convert 22
MJ of energy stored in 36 Marx generators to 3 MJ of energy deliverable to the
center section load hardware in the form of ∼100 Mbar drive pressures and ∼26
MA currents [3]. These conditions allow the Z-Machine to produce >1 MJ of x-rays,
which also makes it the most powerful x-ray source in the world [4, 5, 6]. (Note. Marx
generators are used at Z to create a high-voltage pulse from a low-voltage DC supply
by charging a bank of capacitors in parallel and discharging them in series.) Figure
1.1 illustrates the layout of the Z-Machine which facilitates the flow of power from
the Marx generator through the pulse forming storage section to the center section
of the machine.

1

Figure 1.1: The Z Facility is the world’s largest pulsed power facility.
Z is one of three flagship facilities in the U.S. Inertial Confinement Fusion Program.
The National Ignition Facility at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory houses the
largest laser on Earth and is the primary facility for laser indirect drive fusion [7]. The
OMEGA Laser Facility at the University of Rochester is a high shot-rate academic
laser facility and is the primary facility for laser direct drive fusion [8]. The Z Facility
at Sandia National Laboratories is the largest pulsed power facility on Earth and is
the primary facility for magnetic direct drive fusion [3]. Together, they continually
support the study of fusion energy in this country.

1.2

Magnetized Liner Inertial Fusion

In 2007, the Sandia Inertial Confinement Fusion program switched from indirect
drive [9, 10, 11] to magnetic direct drive target research [12]. The primary difference
between these two approaches is that the former is radiation-driven whereas the latter
is driven directly by J×B forces resulting from a massive electric current flowing
2

through a small magnetized target [13]. In this effort Magnetized Liner Inertial Fusion
(MagLIF) was born [14, 15]. MagLIF is a magneto-inertial fusion concept [16]. It
relies on three components to produce fusion conditions at stagnation: magnetization,
laser preheat, and magnetically driven implosion [13, 17, 18, 19].
Magnetization involves preimposing a 10-30 T axial magnetic field on a cylinder
of deuterium gas. Doing this reduces electron heat loss during implosion and traps
charged particles at stagnation. This is beneficial because it suppresses radial thermal conduction losses and enables a slow implosion with thick target walls. The
100-200 eV laser preheat utilizes the Z-Beamlet Laser [20] to relax the convergence
requirement. It does this by ionizing the fuel to lock in the B-field and increasing the
adiabat. In the magnetically driven implosion ∼20 MA of current is driven through
the cylinder and J×B forces compress the liner at ∼100 km/s. In this process the
B-field is amplified to >10,000 T and PdV work heats the fuel. Ultimately, the result
of these events is a plasma at stagnation, which is the point in time when the implosion reaches maximum density and peak nuclear burn occurs. (Note. The stagnation
point is also referred to as the “bang-time”.) Figure 1.2 schematically illustrates the
entire process.

Figure 1.2: MagLIF relies on three components to produce fusion conditions at stagnation.
3

MagLIF targets consist of a cylindrical beryllium liner filled with D2 gas [17].
Beryllium cushions sit on top and below the liner to mitigate wall instability. The
liner can also be coated with Epon for stability [21]. A polymide foil laser entrance
hole sits far enough above the imploding region of the target to avoid mixing laseraccelerated window material into the fuel [17]. Figure 1.3 illustrates each of these
components, and Table 1.1 lists some typical MagLIF target specifications [17, 21].

Figure 1.3: MagLIF target geometry.

Table 1.1: Typical MagLIF target specifications.
Liner Height

Inner Radius

10 mm

2.325 mm

Liner Thickness Fuel Density
290 µm

4

0.7 mg/cm3

Fuel Pressure
60 psi

1.3

Inertial Confinement Fusion

During the implosion portion of a MagLIF experiment the deuterium gas is imparted
with a great deal of energy. As the gas heats up it becomes ionized, and a plasma
forms. The resulting positively charged deuterium (D) ions have enough energy to
overcome their natural Coulombic repulsion, and many of them will fuse together if
the plasma is confined for long enough. These DD fusion reactions produce various
reaction products. This is illustrated in (1.1).

D+D →




11 H + T + 4.1 MeV

(1.1)



n +32 He + 3.2 MeV
These reaction branches occur with approximately equal probability. In the case
when tritium (T) is produced another fusion reaction can occur. The secondary DT
reaction is illustrated by (1.2).

D + T → n + α + 17.6 MeV

(1.2)

It is clear from these reaction equations that the creation of neutrons in a MagLIF
experiment indicates that thermonuclear fusion has occurred [18]. Hence, detecting
these neutrons is important for characterizing a MagLIF experiment. (Note. The DD
fusion reaction will only be considered in this work, because it is the primary reaction
in MagLIF experiments since the fuel is initially tritium free.)
The energy term in (1.1) and (1.2) corresponds to the Q-value of the reaction.
The Q-value represents the quantity of energy associated with the mass difference
before and after the reaction [22]. Each fusion product will be imparted with some
fraction of this excess energy. Neutrons typically exit the DD fusion reaction with an
energy of 2.45 MeV. However, the velocity of deuterium ions before a collision also

5

controls the resulting neutron energy. Indeed, H. Brysk realized this in 1973 noting
that “the interaction of two Maxwellian distributions of particles will differ from the
interaction of the two particles at their respective Maxwell averages if the strength of
the interaction varies significantly with energy over the widths of the distributions”
[23]. Brysk considered this effect for the mean energy of reacting deuterium particles
as a function of their temperature and for the spectrum of the neutrons produced.
His result was that the energy spectrum of DD neutrons corresponds to a Gaussian
distribution



4mn θ hEn i
2
f (En )dEn = dEn exp −(En − hEn i)
mn + mα

(1.3)

and that the full-width-at-half-maximum (FWHM), ∆E, of the Gaussian is proportional to the ion temperature, k, in keV
√
∆E = 82.5 k.

(1.4)

The terms in (1.3) correspond to the neutron energy En , the neutron mass mn , the
helium isotope mass mα corresponding to the DD or DT reaction, and the plasma
temperature θ.
L. Ballabio extended this work in 1998 by making relativistic calculation of fusion
product spectra for thermonuclear plasmas [24]. He analytically determined the first
three moments of the energy distributions of products from DD fusion reactions in
thermonuclear plasmas with Maxwellian ion velocity distributions. His results allowed
him to numerically model the DD neutron energy spectrum as a modified Gaussian

p 2 
2Ē √
I(E) = I0 exp − 2
E − Ē
σ

(1.5)

where the first moment is
hEi = E0 + ∆Eth ,

6

(1.6)

and the second moment is expressed as the FWHM, W1/2 , in terms of the ion temperature k in keV
√
W1/2 = ω0 (1 + δω ) k.

(1.7)

Both ∆Eth and δω are calculated by the same expression
α1
k 2/3 + α4 k
1 + α 2 k α3

(1.8)

where α1 , . . . , α4 are fitting coefficients whose values can be found in Table III of [24].
The terms in (1.5) correspond to a scaling factor I0 , the mean neutron energy Ē, and
the standard deviation of the Gaussian distribution σ. Here Ē and σ are both defined
in terms of the first moment of (1.5). Similarly, the terms in (1.6) correspond to the
energy of the neutron exiting the DD fusion reaction E0 and an energy correction
term ∆Eth that reflects the temperature dependence of the DD cross-section [25].
√
Finally, the terms ω0 and δω are the k → 0 limit value for W1/2 / k and a correction
term respectively. (Note. Ballabio’s results are used in this work because they give a
compact way to analytically represent a MagLIF DD neutron energy spectrum solely
in terms of the ion temperature.)
Both of these works are important in the nuclear fusion community, because they
give a direct correlation between the ion temperature of the plasma and the energy
spectrum of DD neutrons. Hence, it is possible to infer MagLIF plasma conditions
directly from neutron measurements. This vital result was used to inform a suite of
neutron diagnostics for fusion experiments at Sandia’s Z Pulsed Power Facility [26].

7

Chapter 2
Background
2.1

Experimental MagLIF Data

To take advantage of the fact that neutron measurements can be used to infer plasma
ion temperatures, five neutron time-of-flight (nToF) detector locations were placed
around Z. Each detector is located in one of three lines-of-sight (LOS) and are situated
at various distances from the center section of the machine. The LOS is a path
for the neutrons to travel down to reach the detector with minimal obstruction. A
collimator and vacuum section filter the neutrons so that only those traveling toward
the detector are allowed through the LOS. To produce a clean neutron signal, shields
are also placed along the LOS to limit the number of photons reaching the detector.
In addition to DD and DT fusion neutrons, x-rays and bremsstrahlung radiation
are emitted from the target. In order to broaden the nToF signal in time and spread
out the individual components of the signal due to particles of various energies, the
nToF detectors are placed 7 m, 8 m, 9.5 m, 11.5 m, and 25 m away from the target.
Figure 2.1 illustrates the relative placement of each detector. (Note. The 9.5 m and
11.5 m nToF detectors are located in the same line-of-sight (LOS 270), but only the
front 9.5 m nToF detector will be considered in this work. The reason for this decision
is that separate analyses of this detection system have been performed recently, which
means that the results of this work can be compared to other established methods.
However, the theoretical results of this work can be easily applied to the other nToF
detectors that are fielded on Z.)

8

Figure 2.1: Five neutron time-of-flight detectors are fielded on Z.
The front 9.5 m nToF detector system consists of an organic scintillator, photomultiplier tube (PMT), Lucite lightguide, high voltage power supply, and digitizer.
Neutrons are measured indirectly through n-p elastic scattering in the organic scintillator, where energy loss from the protons is converted to scintillation light that
travels down the lightguide to the PMT. Output pulses from the PMT are digitized
and stored as a discrete set of data points in the time domain. Figure 2.2 illustrates
the general layout of a single paddle nToF detector representative of the front LOS
270 detection system.

Figure 2.2: An example of a single paddle detection system.
9

In general, a nToF signal at Z is characterized by five distinct regions that correspond to particles arriving at the detector in order of their relative velocities. The
fastest particles are photons, which make up the x-ray and bremsstrahlung component of the signal. This is followed by the secondary 14.1 MeV DT neutron peak and
its subsequent downscatter region. (Note. The photon and DT neutron portions of
the signal often overlap. Since certain experimental parameters can be inferred from
the DT peak, a clean neutron signal is necessary for analysis. The DT peak can be
cleaned up by including more photon shielding or increasing the distance between the
source and detector. However, MagLIF targets are initially filled with D2 gas, and
the secondary DT peak is typically small.) The primary 2.45 MeV DD neutron peak
and the beryllium liner downscatter region comes next. They are arguably the most
important regions of the nToF signal, because that is where parameters of a MagLIF
experiment can be inferred. Finally, neutrons emanating from the target can scatter
throughout Z and travel toward any of the detectors. However, the component of the
signal due to these interactions is usually insignificant. Figure 2.3 illustrates a typical
nToF signal from the front LOS 270 detector. (Note. This signal corresponds to shot
2979, and it will be analyzed in Chapter 4.)

Figure 2.3: A typical nToF signal from the front LOS 270 detector.
10

2.2

Inferable Parameters

MagLIF target specifications are known prior to each experiment. However, the
resulting plasma and liner conditions are unknown at the stagnation point. Indeed,
the physical dimensions and density of the liner vary for each implosion, and the ion
temperature, density, and time history of the plasma are always different. This is
due to the inherent random nature of each MagLIF experiment. Similarly, the bulk
motion velocity of the fuel plasma, non-thermal components of the neutron-producing
fusion reactions, total neutron yield, neutron-burn time history [27], and the degree
of MagLIF fuel magnetization [28] are also unknown quantities of the experiment. In
principle, they can all be inferred from nToF measurements [26]. These parameters are
listed below and Table 2.1 indicates the part of the nToF signal that each parameter
impacts the most.
• Burn-weighted ion temperature

Table 2.1: Experimental parameters affect
various parts of a nToF signal.

• Fuel and liner areal mass densities
• Plasma bulk motion velocity

Ion Temperature

DD Peak

Liner Dimensions

and

Areal Mass Densities Downscatter Region
• Non-thermal reaction components
• Total neutron yield

Plasma and Neutron

Initial X-rays

Time Histories

and DD Peak
Signal Height

• Neutron-burn time history
Neutron Yield
• Degree of MagLIF fuel

and
Area Under Curve

magnetization

Fuel Magnetization

11

DT Peak

2.3

History of the Problem

The ion temperature and liner areal density are important for characterizing the
plasma at stagnation and the liner implosion respectively. Past efforts have shown
that they can be inferred directly from nToF measurements with various degrees of
success. This work is primarily concerned with improving the capability to infer the
burn-weighted fuel-ion temperature from experimental MagLIF data.
The general approach to solving this problem is to propose a model that captures
the relevant physics of a MagLIF experiment and fit it to a nToF signal. As will
be seen in Chapter 3, the nToF signal is a convolution of several time-dependent
quantities. One of these quantities is the instrument response function (IRF) which
does not contain any parameters that characterize a MagLIF experiment. Hence, it
would be beneficial to unfold the IRF from the nToF signal since it does not contain
any relevant information [29]. Unfortunately, this type of mathematical problem is
generally ill-posed, and unique deconvolution solutions are not expected to exist [30].
Thus, the traditional course of action is to convolve the IRF with a forward neutron
variance model and fit the resulting quantity to data.
There are two main approaches to modeling the neutron spectrum arriving at a
nToF detector:
1. Develop an analytic model from first principles.
2. Simulate particles moving through the system using radiation transport codes.
Both of these methods have pros and cons to using them. The method developed in
this work falls under Category 1. However, two separate methods from each category
are discussed next, and their results are presented in Chapter 4.

12

2.3.1

No Scatter Analytic Model

The simplest way to infer an ion temperature from nToF measurements is to assume
that the system only consists of a point-source and point-detector.1 The steps for
fitting this type of simple model to experimental data is as follows:
Step 1: Assume a neutron energy spectrum (Brysk or Ballabio).
Step 2: Convert the neutron energy spectrum to the time-domain.
Step 3: Assume a neutron-burn time history.
Step 4: Convolve the neutron spectrum and the burn history.
Step 5: Convolve the result with the IRF.
Step 6: Compare the synthetic signal to measured data.
Step 7: Update the ion temperature.
Step 8: Iterate until convergence.
The benefit of this method is that results are determined quickly. Disadvantages
are that the model can only be used to infer the ion temperature of the plasma and
is prone to overestimating its values. Indeed, this is as low fidelity of a model as it
gets. A simple improvement can be made by incorporating an attenuation factor into
the model. This technically makes the model capable of determining the beryllium
liner density, but, as will be seen in Chapter 4, it cannot do so with much accuracy.

1

Simple low fidelity models such as this are widely used in the ICF community. Results of such an
analysis pertaining to the Z machine were taken from internal email correspondence with K. Hahn
and G. Chandler.
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2.3.2

Monte Carlo Simulations

To contrast the low-fidelity no scatter analytic model, a high fidelity model2 of the
Z center section and LOS 270 was created using the radiation transport code Monte
Carlo N-Particle (MCNP) [31]. Figure 2.4 is a cross-sectional view of the LOS 270
MCNP geometry.

Figure 2.4: LOS 270 was modeled using MCNP.
The steps for using Monte Carlo simulations to infer experimental MagLIF parameters is as follows:
Step 1: Create MCNP geometry.
Step 2: Specify an internal neutron source and beryllium liner conditions.
Step 3: Determine the neutron scalar flux at the detector location.
Step 4: Convolve the result with an assumed neutron-burn time history and IRF.
Step 5: Fit an exponentially modified Gaussian distribution to the result and extract fitting coefficients.
2

High fidelity radiation transport simulations are used to improve the accuracy of inferred experimental parameters. Results of such an analysis presented in this section were taken from internal
email correspondence with J. Styron.
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Step 6: Repeat Steps 2 - 5 for various source and liner conditions.
Step 7: Use results to develop correlations between MagLIF experimental parameters and exponentially modified Gaussian fitting coefficients.
Step 8: Fit DD portion of measured nToF signal with an exponentially modified
Gaussian.
Step 9: Use correlations to infer ion temperature and liner areal density.
The benefit of this method is that it uses a high fidelity MCNP model with
all the relevant physics associated with neutron transport in a MagLIF experiment.
Disadvantages of this method are that it can take ∼16 man-hours to create the MCNP
model and interpret the data. As the Z facility evolves, any changes to LOS 270 must
also be remodeled. Similarly, actually running the suite of simulations takes ∼300 hrs
of computer time using 64 cores, which have to be repeated when changes are made to
the line-of-sight. Thus, the downside to high fidelity simulations is slow turnaround
for returning results and limited automation capabilities.
However, this model of neutron transport in the Z center section and LOS 270
can be used to inform a quicker analytic model that includes scattering. Appropriate
flags in the MCNP input decks were used to determine the contribution to the signal
from every cell in the problem. The cells were grouped into components to see which
parts of Z contribute most to the signal. (Note. This work was done by J. Styron
and has not been published.) Table 2.2 lists these results in order of most to least
importance.
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Table 2.2: Some Z components contribute more to the nToF signal than others.
Fuel

67.95%

Beryllium Liner

15.12%

9.5 m Detector

10.58%

Vacuum Hardware

1.94%

Above Target

1.59%

Pb Pig

1.42%

Below Target

1.08%

Mid-point Shield

0.24%

Collimator

0.04%

The DD fuel contributes most to the nToF signal, because the neutron line source
is situated in that region of the MCNP model. The next most important regions
are the beryllium liner and the detector itself. Contributions to the signal from
other components are negligible. Thus, scattering in the fuel and liner should be
investigated to motivate a proper analytic model of neutron transport through LOS
270 for any given MagLIF experiment.

2.4

Motivation for this Work

The goal of this work is to develop a model that reproduces nToF signals given a set
of uncertain MagLIF plasma conditions. To address the concerns raised by historical
treatments of this problem, it makes sense to propose a neutron variance model that
is analytically determined and captures the relevant physics of neutron scattering and
attenuation in LOS 270. This is a middle ground solution that should produce more
accurate ion temperature measurements than the no scatter analytic model while at
the same time be faster than Monte Carlo simulations.
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For the sake of informing an appropriate analytic model with scattering, neutron
interactions in the fuel and liner should be considered heuristically at first. This is
done by investigating the microscopic cross-sections of deuterium and beryllium, as
well as their angular distributions for elastically scattered neutrons. (Note. Nuclear
data was taken from ENDF [32].) Figure 2.5 shows the microscopic cross-sections of
deuterium for elastic and non-elastic scattering events. Neutron interactions in the
energy range 2-3 MeV are dominated by elastic scattering. Several angular distributions were plotted in Figure 2.6 for neutrons with energies in this interval. It is clear
from this plot that forward scattering is preferential in the fuel region of the target.
Hence, neutrons exiting the plasma after a scattering collision are likely to remain
near their initial energies. This coupled with the fact that the plasma is optically
thin indicates that the contribution to the nToF signal from elastic scattering in the
fuel is marginal.

Figure 2.5: D2 microscopic cross-sections.
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Figure 2.6: D2 angular distributions.
Figure 2.7 shows the microscopic cross-sections of Be-9 for elastic and non-elastic
scattering events. Again, neutron interactions in the energy range 2-3 MeV are dominated by elastic scattering with some (n, 2n) reactions. Several angular distributions
were plotted in Figure 2.8 for neutrons with energies in this interval. In contrast to
deuterium, scattering off of Be-9 nuclei generally produce bimodal energy distributions. Hence, neutrons exiting the liner after an elastic scattering collision are more
likely to be at the tail ends of the scattering energy interval, i.e., E ∈ [αE 0 , E 0 ], than
the middle. Here E 0 and E are the neutron energy before and after the collision
respectively, α = [(A − 1)/(A + 1)]2 , and A is the target nucleus-to-neutron mass
ratio. This coupled with the fact that the beryllium liner is optically thick indicates
that the contribution to the nToF signal from elastic scattering in the liner is large.
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Figure 2.7: Be-9 microscopic cross-sections.

Figure 2.8: Be-9 angular distributions.
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These heuristic arguments indicate that an analytic neutron variance model should
include at least: the primary DD neutron peak, single elastic scattering in the beryllium liner, and attenuation through the line-of-sight. The steps to obtain the ion
temperature and liner areal density from measured nToF signals are then the same
as those outlined in Subsection 2.3.1. The remainder of this thesis is dedicated to
deriving an appropriate analytic expression of the nToF signal with these attributes
and fitting it to experimental MagLIF data from the front LOS 270 detector. The
validity of these assumptions will be tested there.
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Chapter 3
Theory
3.1

The Neutron Time-of-Flight Signal

The nToF signal describes the number of neutrons produced in a MagLIF experiment
that are detected by one of the nToF detectors fielded on Z. It is measured as a
function of time, and is represented mathematically as the convolution of several
time-dependent quantities

S(t) = [N ⊗ T ⊗ R] (t).

(3.1)

Here, S(t) is the detector signal, N (t) is the neutron variance, T (t) is the neutron-burn
time history, and R(t) is the instrument response function. Convolution is typically
defined as
Z

∞

[f ⊗ g](t) =

Z

∞

f (τ )g(t − τ )dτ =
−∞

f (t − τ )g(τ )dτ,

(3.2)

−∞

but since these functions are supported on [0, ∞), the convolution can be written
equivalently as
Z
[f ⊗ g](t) =

t

Z
f (τ )g(t − τ )dτ =

0

t

f (t − τ )g(τ )dτ.

(3.3)

0

This means that Fourier or Laplace transforms can be used to convolve these functions
and avoid numerical integration. Unfortunately, these techniques require appropriate
numerical algorithms for calculating the forward and backward integral transforms.
Algorithms such as these may be more computationally expensive and generally less
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desirable than direct numerical integration. Hence, this work uses global adaptive
quadrature for all numerical integration.
The three functions on the right-hand-side of (3.1) form the basis for a forward
model of a measured nToF signal. They are parameterized in terms of important
physical quantities that can be extracted from experimental data using non-linear
least squares fitting routines or a Bayesian inference formalism. The inherent difficulty
of such a problem is determining appropriate expressions for N (t), T (t), and R(t) that
are conducive for an iterative solver to converge on solutions in a unique and timely
manner while also accurately describing the physics.

3.2

The Neutron Variance

The neutron variance describes the number of neutrons arriving at a nToF detector in
some time interval of interest. It is the most important component of the nToF signal,
because it is where the physical parameters of the source plasma can be inferred. In
particular, the ion temperature and liner areal density can be extracted from the primary DD signal and beryllium liner down-scatter region. Determining this expression
requires knowing how neutrons will travel through the MagLIF experimental setup.
Neutrons propagate through a system according to a linear Boltzmann transport
equation. For a MagLIF experiment, the particular transport equation is 3D time- and
energy-dependent with anisotropic scattering. In general, analytic solutions do not
exist for this type of neutron transport equation. However, appropriate assumptions
that are consistent with the time-of-flight method can be used to simplify the equation
into a more tractable form.
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3.2.1

The Neutron Transport Equation

The general-geometry time- and energy-dependent neutron transport equation with
a fixed source in a non-multiplying medium is [33, 34, 35]





1∂ 
~ t +Ω
~ · ∇ψ ~r, E, Ω,
~ t + Σt (~r, E) ψ ~r, E, Ω,
~ t
ψ ~r, E, Ω,
v ∂tZ
Z

 



∞
0
~ 0 Σs ~r, E 0 → E, Ω
~0 → Ω
~ ψ ~r, E 0 , Ω
~ 0 , t + Q ~r, E, Ω,
~ t . (3.4)
dE
dΩ
=
0

4π

Appropriate initial (3.5) and boundary (3.6) conditions that correspond to MagLIF
experiments are


~ 0 = 0,
ψ ~r, E, Ω,


~ t = 0,
ψ ~r, E, Ω,

~r ∈ V

~r ∈ ∂V

0 < E < ∞,

0 < E < ∞,

~ ∈ 4π,
Ω

~ · ~n < 0,
Ω

t > 0.

(3.5)

(3.6)

These conditions reflect the assumption that there are no free streaming neutrons in
the system prior to t = 0, and no neutrons are streaming into the system from the
outside.


~
The unknown function in this equation is the neutron angular flux, ψ ~r, E, Ω, t .


~
It is related to the angular neutron density, N ~r, E, Ω, t , by




~
~
ψ ~r, E, Ω, t = v(E)N ~r, E, Ω, t ,

(3.7)

where v(E) is the velocity of a neutron with energy E. The angular neutron density
describes the distribution of neutrons in a phase space that is defined by the indepen~ t. General 3D neutron transport processes are characterized
dent variables ~r, E, Ω,
by these independent variables, and they correspond to: the spatial position ~r, the
~ and the time t. It follows that ψ has the
kinetic energy E, the direction-of-flight Ω,
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property

Z



Z
Z
~
∞
ψ ~r, E, Ω, t

0

4π

V

v(E)

~
dV dΩdE
= the number of neutrons in V at time t. (3.8)

Material properties of the system are described by the total macroscopic cross

0
0
~
~
section Σt (~r, E) and the double-differential scattering cross-section Σs ~r, E → E, Ω → Ω .
Since the initial and boundary conditions are assumed to be zero, (3.4) has a non

~
trivial solution only when the internal neutron source Q ~r, E, Ω, t is non-zero.

3.2.2

Successive Orders of Scattering

The solution of the neutron transport equation (3.4) for source-driven problems can
be separated into nth collided fluxes [34, 35]:
∞

 X


~
~ t .
ψ ~r, E, Ω, t =
ψn ~r, E, Ω,

(3.9)

n=0



~ t is the flux due to neutrons that have scattered n times in
Physically, ψn ~r, E, Ω,


~ t , corresponds to un-collided
the system. The first term in this series, ψ0 ~r, E, Ω,
neutrons and is determined by solving








1∂
~ t +Ω
~ · ∇ψ0 ~r, E, Ω,
~ t + Σt (~r, E) ψ0 ~r, E, Ω,
~ t = Q ~r, E, Ω,
~ t
ψ0 ~r, E, Ω,
v ∂t
(3.10)
subject to the initial (3.11) and boundary (3.12) conditions


~ 0 = 0,
ψ0 ~r, E, Ω,


~ t = 0,
ψ0 ~r, E, Ω,

~r ∈ ∂V

~r ∈ V

0 < E < ∞,

0 < E < ∞,
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~ ∈ 4π,
Ω

~ · ~n < 0,
Ω

t > 0.

(3.11)

(3.12)



~ t , for n > 0 is determined by solving
The collided flux, ψn ~r, E, Ω,






1∂
~ t +Ω
~ · ∇ψn ~r, E, Ω,
~ t + Σt (~r, E) ψn ~r, E, Ω,
~ t
ψn ~r, E, Ω,
v ∂t
Z
Z ∞




0
~ 0 Σs ~r, E 0 → E, Ω
~0 → Ω
~ ψn−1 ~r, E 0 , Ω
~ 0 , t (3.13)
dE
dΩ
=
0

4π

subject to the initial (3.14) and boundary (3.15) conditions


~ 0 = 0,
ψn ~r, E, Ω,


~ t = 0,
ψn ~r, E, Ω,

~r ∈ ∂V

~r ∈ V

0 < E < ∞,

0 < E < ∞,

~ ∈ 4π,
Ω

~ · ~n < 0,
Ω

t > 0.

(3.14)

(3.15)

The first two terms of series (3.9) correspond to the primary DD peak and single
scattering in the beryllium liner respectively. They will be used to approximate the
neutron flux at the front LOS 270 detector for any given MagLIF experiment, i.e.,






~
~
~
ψ ~r, E, Ω, t ≈ ψ0 ~r, E, Ω, t + ψ1 ~r, E, Ω, t .

(3.16)

This assumption is consistent with similar techniques found in literature [36].

3.2.3

The Integral Form of the Neutron Transport Equation

If the scattering and internal neutron source are combined into one general source

 Z
~
Q̂ ~r, E, Ω, t =
0

∞

dE

0

Z


 



~ 0 Σs ~r, E 0 → E, Ω
~0 → Ω
~ ψ ~r, E 0 , Ω
~ 0 , t +Q ~r, E, Ω,
~ t ,
dΩ

4π

(3.17)
then equation (3.4) can be written equivalently as







1∂ 
~
~
~
~
~
ψ ~r, E, Ω, t + Ω · ∇ψ ~r, E, Ω, t + Σt (~r, E) ψ ~r, E, Ω, t = Q̂ ~r, E, Ω, t
v ∂t
(3.18)
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where the initial and boundary conditions are the same as (3.5) and (3.6) respectively.
Using the method of characteristics and an appropriate integrating factor allows this
integro-differential equation to be transformed into an integral equation



 Z
|~r − ~r 0 |
0
0
~
~
ψ ~r, E, Ω, t =
Q̂ ~r , E, Ω , t −
v
V

h R

i
0
|~
r−~
r |
~ 0 , E ds00 

Σt ~r − s00 Ω
exp − 0
~ −Ω
~ 0 dV 0 (3.19)
δ
×
Ω
|~r − ~r 0 |2
or equivalently
∞


 Z
~ t =
ψ ~r, E, Ω,
0

!


Z s0 

0
s
~ E, Ω,
~ t−
~ E ds00 ds0
Q̂ ~r − s0 Ω,
exp −
Σt ~r − s00 Ω,
v
0
(3.20)

where s0 = |~r − ~r 0 | and s00 = |~r − ~r 00 | [34, 35].
Applying the successive orders of scattering solution technique to the integral
equation for the angular flux results in exact expressions for the nth collided fluxes,
i.e.,

 Z
~ t =
ψ0 ~r, E, Ω,

∞

0

!


Z s0 

0
s
~ E ds00 ds0
~ E, Ω,
~ t−
Σt ~r − s00 Ω,
exp −
Q ~r − s0 Ω,
v
0
(3.21)

for the un-collided flux, and

 Z
~ t =
ψn ~r, E, Ω,

∞

0

Z

∞

dE
0

0

Z



~ E 0 → E, Ω
~0 → Ω
~
~ 0 Σs ~r − s0 Ω,
dΩ

4π

!


Z s0 

0
s
~ E 0, Ω
~ 0, t −
~ E ds00 ds0 (3.22)
×ψn−1 ~r − s0 Ω,
exp −
Σt ~r − s00 Ω,
v
0
for the nth collided flux where n > 0. Equations (3.21) and (3.22) will be used to
inform the time-of-flight expressions for the un-collided and once-collided neutrons in
a MagLIF experiment.
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3.2.4

Time-Separable Sources

An interesting result develops from assuming that the internal neutron source in (3.4)
is separable in time




~ t = q ~r, E, Ω
~ T (t).
Q ~r, E, Ω,

(3.23)

~ t due to a unit point source
Suppose that the neutron angular flux at ~r, E, Ω,


~ 0 , t0 is the Green’s function G ~r0 , E0 , Ω
~ 0 , t0 → ~r, E, Ω,
~ t [34].
located at ~r0 , E0 , Ω
By definition, this satisfies the neutron transport equation
Z

1∂
~ · ∇G + Σt (~r, E) G =
G+Ω
v ∂t

∞

dE

0

Z

0



0
0
0
~
~
~
dΩ Σs ~r, E → E, Ω → Ω G0

4π



~
~
+ δ (~r − ~r0 ) δ (E − E0 ) δ Ω − Ω0 δ (t − t0 ) (3.24)

where


~ 0 , t0 → ~r, E, Ω,
~ t
G = G ~r0 , E0 , Ω

and



~ 0 , t0 → ~r, E 0 , Ω
~ 0, t .
G0 = G ~r0 , E0 , Ω

The linearity of this equation allows the solution of (3.4) to be written as
∞

Z

 Z t
~
T (t0 )
ψ ~r, E, Ω, t =
0

0

Z Z
4π



~0
q ~r0 , E0 , Ω

V



i
~ 0 , t0 → ~r, E, Ω,
~ t dV0 dΩ
~ 0 dE0 dt0 . (3.25)
G ~r0 , E0 , Ω

for t > t0 . Notice that the expression in brackets is equivalent to another angular flux

 Z
~
ψ̂ ~r, E, Ω, t − t0 =
0

∞

Z Z
4π


 

~
~
~
~ 0 dE0 .
q ~r0 , E0 , Ω0 G ~r0 , E0 , Ω0 , t0 → ~r, E, Ω, t dV0 dΩ

V

(3.26)
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To see why this is true, consider the neutron transport equation





1∂ 
~ t − t0 + Ω
~ · ∇ψ̂ ~r, E, Ω,
~ t − t0 + Σt (~r, E) ψ̂ ~r, E, Ω,
~ t − t0
ψ̂ ~r, E, Ω,
vZ∂t
Z

 
 

∞
0
~ 0 Σs ~r, E 0 → E, Ω
~0 → Ω
~ ψ̂ ~r, E 0 , Ω
~ 0 , t − t0 +q ~r, E, Ω
~ δ(t−t0 )
=
dE
dΩ
0

4π

(3.27)


~0
with homogeneous initial and boundary conditions. Now, multiply (3.24) by q ~r0 , E0 , Ω
~ 0 dE0
and integrate over d~p = dV0 dΩ
Z

Z

Z

1∂
~ ·∇
q · G d~p + Ω
q · G d~p + Σt (~r, E)
q · G d~p
v ∂t

Z ∞
Z

 Z


0
0
0
0
0
~
~
~
~
q · G d~p + q ~r, E, Ω δ (t − t0 ) .
=
dE
dΩ Σs ~r, E → E, Ω → Ω
0

4π

(3.28)
By comparing (3.27) and (3.28), it is clear that (3.26) must be true. Hence, for
time-separable sources the solution to (3.4) can be expressed as



 Z t
~ t − t0 dt0 .
~
T (t0 ) ψ̂ ~r, E, Ω,
ψ ~r, E, Ω, t =

(3.29)

0

This is the justification for why the neutron-burn time history can be incorporated
into the nToF signal by convolving it with the neutron variance corresponding to a
source of the form




~ t = q ~r, E, Ω
~ δ(t).
Q∗ ~r, E, Ω,
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(3.30)

3.2.5

Legendre Expansion of the Scattering Kernel

Special attention must be given to the scattering source in (3.4)
Z
Sψ =

∞

dE

0

Z

0


 

~ 0 Σs ~r, E 0 → E, Ω
~0 → Ω
~ ψ ~r, E 0 , Ω
~ 0, t .
dΩ

(3.31)

4π

A suitable analytic form of the double-differential scattering cross-section is necessary
for the numerical calculation of the nth collided flux. It will be assumed that the
~0 ·Ω
~
angular variation of the function only depends on the scattering angle, µ0 = Ω




~0 → Ω
~ = Σs ~r, E 0 → E, Ω
~0 ·Ω
~ = Σs (~r, E 0 → E, µ0 ) .
Σs ~r, E 0 → E, Ω

(3.32)

The scattering kernel (3.32) can be expanded in a set of Legendre polynomials of µ0
0

Σs (~r, E → E, µ0 ) =

∞
X
2l + 1
l=0

4π

Σs,l (~r, E 0 → E) Pl (µ0 )

(3.33)

where the Legendre moments of the scattering kernel are given by
Z

0

1

Σs,l (~r, E → E) = 2π

Σs (~r, E 0 → E, µ0 ) Pl (µ0 )dµ0 .

(3.34)

−1

In the case of elastic scattering, the cross-section may be expressed as a Legendre
polynomial series in the center-of-mass scattering angle ω

0

Σs (~r, E → E, µ0 ) =

∞
X
2n + 1
n=0

4π

Σs,n (~r, E 0 ) Pl (cos ω)δ (µ0 − f (E 0 , E))

(3.35)

where Σs,n (~r, E 0 ) are the Legendre moments of the differential scattering cross-section,
A is the nucleus-to-neutron mass ratio, and
"
r
r #
E
E0
1
µ0 =
(A + 1)
−
(A
−
1)
≡ f (E 0 , E)
0
2
E
E
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(3.36)

is the equation for uniquely determining the scattering cosine between an incoming
and outgoing neutron. Since, for elastic scattering
(A + 1)2
cos ω = 1 −
2A



E
1− 0
E

(3.37)

it is possible to write the double-differential scattering cross-section as
∞
X
1
2n + 1
Σs (~r, E → E, µ0 ) =
Σs,n (~r, E 0 )
0
(1 − α)E n=0 2π



E
(A + 1)2
1− 0
δ (µ0 − f (E 0 , E)) (3.38)
× Pn 1 −
2A
E
0

where α is given by

α=

A−1
A+1

2
.

(3.39)

It follows that the expansion coefficients (3.34) are [34]



∞
X
1
(A + 1)2
E
0
Σs,l (~r, E → E) =
(2n + 1)Σs,n (~r, E ) Pn 1 −
1− 0
(1 − α)E 0 n=0
2A
E
!
r
r
A − 1 E0
A+1 E
−
, (3.40)
× Pl
2
E0
2
E
0

and the scattering source is analytically represented by

Sψ =

Z
∞
X
2l + 1
l=0

4π

∞
0

Z

0

dE Σs,l (~r, E → E)

0

4π
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~ 0 Pl (µ0 )ψ ~r, E 0 , Ω
~ 0, t .
dΩ

(3.41)

3.2.6

The Neutron Time-of-Flight Solution Technique

The time it takes for a neutron to traverse a distance d is directly related to its kinetic
energy:
E(t) = mn (γ − 1)

(3.42)

p
where mn is the neutron’s rest mass energy, γ = 1/ 1 − β 2 , β = tγ /t, tγ = d/c, and
c is the speed of light. A pulsed beam of poly-energetic neutrons originating at the
same point in space and time will arrive a distance d away in some finite time interval.
If the energy spectrum of this neutron population is known, then its distribution in
time is determined by substituting (3.42) into the energy spectrum and multiplying
by the Jacobian
mn γ 3 β 3
dE
=
.
dt
tγ

(3.43)

This is essentially the neutron time-of-flight solution technique, and it is used to transform the energy spectrum of un-collided and once-collided neutrons from a MagLIF
experiment into the corresponding time-domain.
If the MagLIF plasma is considered to be an isotropic point source of neutrons
with a Gaussian energy spectrum G(E) and burn history T (t)


~ t = δ (~r − ~r0 ) G(E)T (t) ,
Q ~r, E, Ω,
4π

(3.44)

then the results of Subsection 3.2.4 indicate that the problem with source


~ t = δ (~r − ~r0 ) G(E)δ(t)
Q∗ ~r, E, Ω,
4π

(3.45)

can be solved instead, and the burn history can be convolved with the resulting
neutron variance to obtain the same solution as the problem with complete source
description. It follows, by looking at (3.21), that for such a source the un-collided
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neutron variance at a point detector situated at ~rd is given by

N0 (E) = A0 · G(E) · exp (−Σt (E)(Ro − Ri ) csc θ) · exp −

N
X

!
Σt,i (E)∆xi

(3.46)

i=1

where A0 is a scaling factor, Σt is the total macroscopic cross-section of the liner,
Ri is the inner radius of the liner, Ro is the outer radius of the liner, θ is the polar
angle associated with the neutron direction, N is the number of regions that the
neutrons pass through in LOS 270 before arriving at the detector, Σt,i is the total
macroscopic cross-section of each of those regions, and ∆xi is the thickness of each
region. (Note. The cylindrical geometry of the liner is reflected in the attenuation
term in this expression.)
The primary scattering region of interest in the proposed neutron variance model
is the dense beryllium liner. Equation (3.22) was used as a template to infer an
expression for the distribution of once-collided neutrons emanating from this region
and heading toward the same point detector:
∞

Z
N1 (E) = A1 ·
0

Z

1
[1 − exp (−Σt (E 0 )(Ro − Ri ) csc θ)]
0)
Σ
(E
t
4π
!
N
o
X
~ 0 dE 0 exp −
(3.47)
Σs (~r, E 0 → E, µ0 ) dΩ
Σt,i (E)∆xi
G(E 0 )

i=1

where A1 is another scaling factor. The double differential scattering cross-section
can be decomposed into two factors [33]

Σs (~r, E 0 → E, µ0 ) = Σs (~r, E 0 )p (~r, E 0 → E, µ0 )

(3.48)

~
where Σs (~r, E 0 ) is the macroscopic scattering cross-section and p (~r, E 0 → E, µ0 ) dEdΩ
~0
is the probability that a neutron scattering with initial energy E 0 and direction Ω
~ in
will emerge with a new energy E in the interval E to E + dE and new direction Ω
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~ to Ω
~ + dΩ.
~ This expression can be decomposed even further to reflect
the interval Ω
the physics of an elastic scattering event [34]

Σs (~r, E 0 → E, µ0 ) = Σs (~r, E 0 )p (~r, E 0 → E) δ (µ0 − f (E 0 , E))

(3.49)

where p (~r, E 0 → E) dE is the probability that a neutron scattering with initial energy
E 0 will emerge with a new energy E in the interval E to E + dE. Using the Legendre
expansions presented in Subsection 3.2.5 the once-collided neutron variance can be
written explicitly as
∞
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(3.50)

i=1

where an (E 0 ) are the Legendre moments of the differential scattering cross-section
given by ENDF [32]. The two infinite series in this expression will need to be truncated
for numerical calculations. This will be discussed in Chapter 4.
The analytic model of the once-collided neutron variance is completely determined
by defining an appropriate expression for the scattering cosine. Notice that by simple
vector addition the detector location ~rd can be expressed in terms of the scattering
~ 0 ) and the direction-of-flight from the scattering location to the point
location ~rs (Ω
~
detector ~rs→d (Ω)
~rd = ~rs + ~rs→d .
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(3.51)

~ 0 ) and ~rd
Hence, the cosine of the scattering angle µ0 is uniquely determined by ~rs (Ω

µ0 =

~rs · ~rs→d
~rs · (~rd − ~rs )
=
.
|~rs | |~rs→d |
|~rs | |~rd − ~rs |

(3.52)

Thus, the full neutron variance is finally calculated by adding (3.46) and (3.50),
substituting (3.42) in for the energy term, and multiply by the Jacobian (3.43):

N (t − t0 ) = [N0 (E(t − t0 )) + N1 (E(t − t0 ))]

dE
,
dt

(3.53)

where t0 is an arbitrary time shift used to fit the synthetic signal to experimental
MagLIF data.
Since there is a distance of 9.5 meters between the detector and source (including the liner) they both look like points to each other. Thus, it is not unreasonable
to assume that un-collided and once-collided neutrons emanate from the liner like
delta functions in space and time. This is the key assumption that allows a relatively
simple expression to be written for the neutron variance. However, the trade-off for
an expression of this form is the exclusion of certain physical events. These include
neglecting attenuation of back-scattered neutrons through the liner and computing
scattering cosines at the liner’s edge instead of intermediate positions. The latter
assumption will not impact the solution, because a nToF measurement cannot resolve the difference between scattering events in such a small distance. The former
assumption can be remedied by excluding the back-scatter region from the fit to data.
Any error from this course of action will be apparent in the results of Chapter 4.
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3.3

The Neutron-Burn Time History

The neutron-burn time history is identically equal to the time-separable component
of the internal neutron source as described in the formalism of Subsection 3.2.4. It is
characterized by a burn-width w and bang-time b, which correspond to the FWHM
of the neutron-burn time history and the the stagnation point respectively [37, 38].
Since the DD and DT fusion reactions are the source of neutrons in a MagLIF experiment, the time history of thermonuclear neutron production can be directly related
to the confinement time of the plasma. A sufficiently long plasma confinement time is
important for achieving energy break-even in inertial confinement fusion experiments.
Hence, extracting the neutron burn-width from a nToF measurement is relevant for
characterizing a MagLIF experiment.
An exact expression for the neutron-burn time history will be different for each
experiment, because the implosion of the liner and formation of the plasma will
not be the same in each case. Indeed, any function that has a distinct width and
corresponding starting point is, in principle, a viable candidate for an approximate
neutron-burn time history. These expressions range from top hat functions to a series
of delta distributions. In reality, a nToF measurements will be unable to resolve the
exact form of the burn history. However, since the energy spectrum of the two fusing
ion populations is considered to be Maxwellian in nature, it would be reasonable
to assume that the neutron-burn time history can be represented by a Gaussian
distribution

T (t) = A · exp

−4 ln 2(t − b)2
w2


(3.54)

where A is a scaling factor. In practice, the bang-time and burn-width are assumed a
priori to reduce the number of unknown parameters in the model. Currently, there is
no direct measurement of the neutron-burn time history. Instead x-ray measurements
are used to infer burn-widths, which are nominally ≤ 2 ns [39].
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3.4

The Instrument Response Function

The instrument response function is the mapping between the incoming neutron flux
and the detected events [40, 41]. Plastic scintillators have a response which consists of
a very short rise time followed by a relatively slow exponential decay or sum of decays
[42]. Traditionally, effects due to the photomultiplier tube, finite flight path along
the scintillator thickness, and the bandwidth of the cabling system and recording
instrument are approximated as a Gaussian [42]. By assuming that the response
function is the convolution of this Gaussian and a sum of exponential decays, the
IRF can be written as a nonlinear function of four unknown parameters [43]:


 2 "
t−µ
σ
Q
exp −
1 + erf
exp
R(t) =
2τ
τ
2τ 2

2

t − µ − στ
√
2σ 2

!#
(3.55)

where Q is the area and total charge extracted (proportional to the energy deposited),
µ is the centroid location, σ is the Gaussian width parameter, and τ is the scintillator
decay parameter. Scintillators with multiple decay components, τi , can be represented
by a similar function:
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exp −
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t − µ − στi
√
2σ 2

!#
(3.56)

where fi is the fraction of the total area corresponding to the particular decay component. This function is convolved with the time integrated neutron variance to produce
a synthetic nToF measurement.
Extensive work has gone into measuring the instrument response functions for
detectors that are fielded on the Z machine [44]. In the most recent effort, thousands of
waveforms were obtained for single DT neutron interactions, and average distributions
were calculated. A nonlinear least-squares fitting routine was used to fit (3.56) to the
average waveform, and the parameters were determined as a function of different bias
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settings. The results of this effort have been meticulously recorded and are used in
this work to incorporate the detector response into the neutron time-of-flight signal.
A graphical representation of the IRF used to obtain the results of Chapter 4 is
displayed in Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1: The IRF was pre-determined for the front LOS 270 detector.
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Chapter 4
Results
4.1

Convergence of the Scattering Kernel

Recall from Subsection 3.2.6 that the once-collided neutron variance is expressed in
terms of two infinite series; one that corresponds to the expansion of the differential
scattering cross-section and another to the Legendre expansion of the delta function.
Nuclear data from the ENDF database says that the angular distribution of elastically
scattering neutrons in the energy range 1-3 MeV can be represented by a fourth order
Legendre polynomial [32]. Hence, the infinite series representation of the differential
scattering cross-section can be truncated at N = 4. To see where the infinite series
representation of the delta function can be reasonably truncated at, the once-collided
neutron variance was calculated for Legendre polynomials ranging from zero to four
degrees. The results are plotted in Figure 4.1. It is clear from this plot that the
once-collided neutron variance converges with five terms, and the delta function can
be reasonably approximated in terms of a fourth order Legendre polynomial.
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Figure 4.1: A fourth order Legendre polynomial accurately represents the scattering
kernel.

4.2

Comparison to Monte Carlo Simulations

The approximate neutron variance as expressed in Subsection 3.2.6 was written in
a Matlab script, and numerical results were calculated for a representative MagLIF
problem. In this case, the plasma was treated as a single temperature point source
situated in the axial/radial center of a hollow beryllium cylinder with dimensions and
material properties specified in Table 4.1.
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Table 4.1: MagLIF problem specification for comparison to Monte Carlo simulations.
Ion Temperature Liner Density
2.0 keV

70 g/cc

Height Inner Radius
1.0 cm

Outer Radius

0.010 cm

0.025 cm

The same problem was solved using the radiation transport code MCNP, except a
uniformly distributed line source was used instead of a point source. The reason for
this alteration was to see the effects of approximating the plasma as a point source
instead of the more realistic line source. The resulting un-collided and once-collided
neutron variances are plotted in Figures 4.2 and 4.3 respectively.

Figure 4.2: The un-collided neutron variance compared to MC simulations.
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Figure 4.3: The once-collided neutron variance compared to MC simulations.
There is very good agreement between the analytic and Monte Carlo representations of the un-collided neutron variance. Similarly, there is good agreement between
the forward scattered neutrons in the analytic and Monte Carlo representations of the
once-collided neutron variance. However, there are some slight discrepancies between
the results in the back-scatter region. The reason for this is that the Monte Carlo
simulation takes into account all types of nuclear reactions, not just elastic scattering.
Indeed, there is evidence that some non-elastic reactions occur in this neutron energy
range (see Section 2.4). These non-elastic events are primarily inelastic scattering
and (n,2n) reactions. This would account for the small discrepancies in the curves.
It should also be noted that the analytic model does not include attenuation of backscattered neutrons through the liner. While not drastically changing the shape of
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the curve, attenuation through the liner would slightly lower the height of the second
peak. To avoid including these discrepancies in the fitting model, only the forward
scatter peak was used to fit experimental data.
The synthetic Monte Carlo data was fit with the model (3.53) developed in Subsection 3.2.6. This was done to see if the model can accurately extract source conditions and experimental parameters from data. The fitting routine was executed nine
times for various initial ion temperature and liner density starting points. In this
instance, the initial ion temperatures and liner densities were k ∈ [1, 2, 3] keV and
ρ ∈ [60, 70, 80] g/cc respectively.
As can be seen in Figure 4.4 the model accurately predicts the ion temperature
from the synthetic data generated by the Monte Carlo simulation. This means that
the model is sensitive to the ion temperature, and it should be able to extract this
parameter from real experimental MagLIF data. In contrast, Figure 4.5 indicates
that the model is insensitive to the liner density. The predicted liner density stays
close to the initial guess. However, the coefficient of determination for each execution
of the fitting algorithm was R2 ≥ 0.99. This means that the model can accurately
predict the shape of the nToF signal, but the liner density is correlated to one or more
of the other model parameters. This correlation will be discussed in Section 4.4.
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Figure 4.4: The ion temperature was correctly extracted from synthetic data using
various initial guesses.

Figure 4.5: The liner density was incorrectly extracted from synthetic data using
various initial guesses.
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4.3

Beamline Attenuation

The attenuation term in the analytic expression of the neutron variance was considered for materials in the direct line-of-sight of the point-source to point-detector
in LOS 270. Five regions were identified to be the most significant contributors to
neutron attenuation. They are identified in Figure 4.6 and listed in Table 4.2 in order
from source to detector with their associated material properties and approximate
thickness.

Figure 4.6: LOS 270 has five significant beamline attenuation regions.

Table 4.2: There are five significant attenuation regions in LOS 270.
Vacuum Window

Stainless Steel 304

8.03 g/cc

0.5 cm

Viewport

Plate Glass

2.40 g/cc

0.5 cm

Mid-point Shield

Tungsten

19.3 g/cc

2.5 cm

Small Front Shield

Tungsten

19.3 g/cc

2.5 cm

Detector Front Plate

Aluminum

2.70 g/cc

0.5 cm

Since the combined thickness and density of both tungsten regions is greater than
the other regions, they will contribute the most to attenuation. The tungsten in both
regions is a combination of multiple isotopes in various atom percents. Table 4.3
specifies the exact material composition of the tungsten regions.
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Table 4.3: Tungsten in the line-of-sight is a combination of four isotopes.
W182

W183

W184

W186

26.53 a/o

14.33 a/o

30.68 a/o

28.46 a/o

Using these values, the atomic number density of each tungsten isotope was calculated using (4.1) [45]
ai ρNA
Ni = P4
j=1 aj Mj

(4.1)

where i and j indicate each isotope, ai is the atom percent of each isotope, ρ is the
density of tungsten, NA is Avogadro’s number, and Mj is the atomic mass of each
isotope. After calculation of these number densities the attenuation factor can be
determined using (4.2)

A(E) = exp −∆x

4
X

!
Ni σt,i (E)

(4.2)

i=1

where ∆x is the combined thickness of each tungsten region and σt,i (E) is the total
microscopic cross-section of each tungsten isotope. The microscopic cross-sections
were taken from ENDF [32] and have been plotted in Figure 4.7.
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Figure 4.7: DD neutrons pass through tungsten’s un-resolved resonance regions.
It is clear that neutrons in the energy range 1-3 MeV will pass through the unresolved resonance regions of the tungsten isotopes. Hence, attenuation of un-collided
or once-collided MagLIF neutrons does not add significant structure to the signal,
instead, it uniformly lowers the amplitude of the signal across the energy region of
interest. Figures 4.8 and 4.9 demonstrate this fact.
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Figure 4.8: Attenuation of the un-collided neutron variance.

Figure 4.9: Attenuation of the once-collided neutron variance.
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The other attenuation regions are not as thick or as dense as the tungsten regions,
and DD neutrons will pass through their un-resolved resonance regions as well. Thus,
it is reasonable to assume that the total beamline attenuation will not significantly
change the shape or add un-wanted structure to the nToF signal. Therefore, the
forward model that was fit to experimental data only includes a tungsten attenuation
region. (Note. Beamline attenuation would have to be given much more consideration
if the total neutron yield were to be extracted from the measured nToF signal. The
reason for this is that the height of the nToF and area under its curve are related to
the neutron yield. Since this work makes no attempt to infer the total neutron yield,
attenuation due to other components in the LOS was disregarded.)

4.4

Comparison to Experimental Data

The model that was fit to experimental data consists of un-collided and once-collided
neutrons emanating isotropically from a point source with a Gaussian energy spectrum situated in the axial/radial center of a hollow beryllium cylinder. The neutronburn time history is assumed to be a Gaussian function of time parameterized by a
burn-width and bang-time. It was convolved with the neutron variance to incorporate the time-dependence of the plasma into the description of the neutron population
arriving at the detector. The instrument response function at the appropriate bias
setting corresponding to the front LOS 270 detector was also convolved with the
time-integrated neutron variance to produce an approximate description of the nToF
signal.
For ease of numerical calculations, the time it takes for a neutron to reach the
scattering location in the liner is neglected. Similarly, the distances of travel from
the scattering locations to the detector are all assumed to be equal, (in this analysis
that distance is 950 cm). The combination plasma and liner is treated as an isotropic
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point source, and the detector is also thought of as a point. These assumptions are
reasonable because of the great contrast in distances from the source to scattering
region and source/scattering region to the detector.
Indeed, it will be seen that the results of the model are not sensitive to certain
parameters. There are at least ten parameters that control the shape of the nToF
signal to various extents, and they can all be treated as fitting coefficients in the
analysis. To preempt the obvious result of returning insensitive coefficient values,
five of these parameters are preset at reasonable values that are representative of
an average MagLIF experiment. Lists of the unknown and preset parameters of the
model are presented in Tables 4.4 and 4.5 respectively.
Table 4.4: The analytic model is characterized by five unknown fitting parameters.
Ion

Liner

Description Temperature
Symbol

Un-collided Once-collided Time

Density

Scaling

Scaling

Shift

ρ

A0

A1

t0

k

Table 4.5: Five parameters of the model are preset to encourage numerical convergence of the fitting algorithm.
Description Bang Time

Burn Width

Inner Radius

Outer Radius

Height

Symbol

b

w

Ri

Ro

H

Value

>0

2 ns

0.010 cm

0.025 cm

1.0 cm

In this work 20 MagLIF data-sets were analyzed, each one corresponding to a
different “shot” or experiment. Only the front LOS 270 detector was considered. Shot
2979 is used as a graphical example of the method. The DD portion of the signal
corresponding to shot 2979 is displayed in Figure 4.10. This experimental MagLIF
data has a well defined primary un-scattered neutron peak and a clear down-scatter
region. The average data-set in the shot series that was analyzed has the same basic
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structure and shape as this representative nToF signal.

Figure 4.10: The DD portion of the nToF signal was isolated for analysis.
A model of the nToF signal with and without single elastic scattering in the
beryllium liner was fit to the data using a trust region reflective algorithm, and
the unknown parameters were extracted. As was mentioned previously, some of the
experimental data was excluded from the fit so as not to include discrepancies in the
model (see Section 4.2). Figure 4.11 and Table 4.6 show the results of fitting the
model without scattering. Figure 4.12 and Table 4.7 show the results of fitting the
model with single scatter addition.
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Figure 4.11: A model of the nToF signal without scattering was fit to experimental
data.

Table 4.6: The unknown parameters of the model without scattering were extracted
from experimental data. The coefficient of determination is R2 = 0.9990.
Parameter

Value

95% CB

k

2.052 keV

(1.972, 2.133)

ρ

55.71 g/cc

(-5905, 6016)

A0

0.00724

(-0.09832, 0.1128)

t0

3084 ns

(3080, 3088)
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Figure 4.12: A model of the nToF signal with single elastic scattering was fit to
experimental data.

Table 4.7: The unknown parameters of the model with single elastic scattering were
extracted from experimental data. The coefficient of determination is R2 = 0.9992.
Parameter

Value

95% CB

k

1.911 keV

(1.876, 1.946)

ρ

75.76 g/cc

(-239, 390.6)

A0

0.007305

(0.001741, 0.01287)

A1

7.862

(-26.72, 42.44)

t0

3084 ns

(3083, 3084)
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It is clear that both models are only mutually sensitive to the apparent ion temperature and time shift. Since the ion temperature is the more important physical
parameter of the two, only it will be reported for the rest of the shots in the series.
Table 4.8 compares the inferred ion temperatures from the model without scattering
to results that were obtained separately from a similar low fidelity method (see Subsection 2.3.1). Table 4.9 compares the inferred ion temperatures from the model with
single elastic scattering to results that were also obtained separately from high fidelity
Monte Carlo simulations of the Z machine under various experimental conditions (see
Subsection 2.3.2). Graphical representations of the results presented in Tables 4.8
and 4.9 are depicted in Figures 4.14 and 4.15 respectively.
Finally, correlation between the liner density and single scatter scaling factor was
investigated. Figure 4.13 demonstrates a weak negative correlation between these two
parameters. (Note. This is indicated by the negatively sloped linear trendline and
small coefficient of determination.) When the liner density is predicted to be small
the signal needs to be scaled up and A1 compensates by being large. The opposite
is also true. This means that the shape of the beryllium liner downscatter region is
insensitive to the liner density.
In fact, the liner density behaves as a scaling factor itself. Hence, having both ρ
and A1 in the model is essentially equivalent to having two scaling factors that serve
the same purpose. However, both are needed to guarantee that the experimental data
can accurately be reproduced. This oddity demands that A1 should be eliminated
from the model so that the liner density can be predicted more accurately. To do
this, an expression relating ρ and A1 must be determined. Since these parameters are
only weakly correlated, an expression such as this could not easily be produced by
running Monte Carlo simulations, fitting the model to resulting synthetic data, and
developing correlations. Thus, an analytical expression must be determined. This is
left for future work.
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Figure 4.13: The liner density and single scatter scaling factor are weakly correlated.
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Table 4.8:

Shot

Comparison of inferred

Table 4.9: Comparison of inferred ion

ion temperatures from models without

temperatures from models with scatter-

scattering.

ing.

kKG †

k

95% CB

kJ ‡

k

95% CB

2707

1.46 ± 0.29 1.447 (1.376, 1.518)

1.3 ± 0.1 1.416 (1.379, 1.452)

2708

1.31 ± 0.26 1.270 (1.204, 1.336)

1.1 ± 0.1 1.121 (1.087, 1.154)

2758

1.63 ± 0.33 1.643 (1.313, 1.973)

1.5 ± 0.1 1.555 (1.492, 1.618)

2769

1.22 ± 0.24 1.204 (1.172, 1.237)

1.1 ± 0.1 1.118 (1.090, 1.147)

2839

2.50 ± 0.50 3.350 (3.178, 3.522)

3.2 ± 0.2 3.148 (3.055, 3.241)

2851

1.79 ± 0.36 1.754 (1.630, 1.878)

1.6 ± 0.1 1.650 (1.548, 1.751)

2975

1.56 ± 0.31 1.567 (1.244, 1.889)

1.4 ± 0.1 1.453 (1.409, 1.496)

2976

1.62 ± 0.32 1.580 (1.544, 1.616)

1.4 ± 0.1 1.498 (1.474, 1.522)

2977

2.46 ± 0.49 2.501 (2.434, 2.567)

2.1 ± 0.1 2.296 (2.242, 2.350)

2979

2.14 ± 0.43 2.052 (1.972, 2.133)

1.8 ± 0.1 1.911 (1.876, 1.946)

2985

1.35 ± 0.27 1.328 (1.239, 1.417)

1.1 ± 0.1 1.207 (1.170, 1.244)

3040

2.49 ± 0.50 2.339 (2.015, 2.664)

2.0 ± 0.1 2.138 (2.060, 2.216)

3041

1.41 ± 0.28 1.397 (1.014, 1.780)

1.3 ± 0.1 1.324 (1.240, 1.408)

3057

2.33 ± 0.47 2.197 (2.117, 2.278)

1.9 ± 0.1 2.014 (1.978, 2.050)

3078

1.82 ± 0.36 1.636 (1.509, 1.764)

1.4 ± 0.1 1.529 (1.491, 1.567)

3079

1.75 ± 0.35 1.667 (1.570, 1.765)

1.5 ± 0.1 1.532 (1.498, 1.565)

3083

1.80 ± 0.36 1.560 (1.540, 1.580)

1.5 ± 0.1 1.492 (1.471, 1.513)

3085

1.77 ± 0.35 1.554 (1.355, 1.752)

1.5 ± 0.1 1.486 (1.445, 1.527)

3123

2.00 ± 0.40 1.845 (1.816, 1.875)

1.7 ± 0.1 1.769 (1.730, 1.807)

3143

2.12 ± 0.42 1.858 (1.781, 1.935)

1.7 ± 0.1 1.771 (1.719, 1.824)

†

Ion temperatures (keV) from nToF model without scatter (values from internal email correspondence with K. Hahn and G. Chandler)
‡
Ion temperatures (keV) from high fidelity forward fitting MC simulations (values from internal
email correspondence with J. Styron)
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Figure 4.14: Comparison of inferred ion temperatures from models without scattering.

Figure 4.15: Comparison of inferred ion temperatures from models with scattering.
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4.5

Discussion

The model without scattering is not sensitive to the liner density and the scaling
parameter of the un-collided neutron variance. This is evident from the relatively
large widths of the 95% confidence intervals in Table 4.6. The model with single
elastic scattering is more sensitive to the scaling parameter of the un-collided neutron
variance and just slightly more sensitive to the liner density, although the confidence
interval is still fairly large for this parameter. Similarly, the results are not sensitive
to the scaling parameter of the once-collided neutron variance as seen in Table 4.7.
Both of the models are undeniably sensitive to the ion temperature and time shift.
Although the sensitivity of the model to the liner density is improved by including
single elastic scattering, it is not improved enough to confidently report accurate
values of the liner areal density.
Comparison of inferred ion temperatures to results from previously established
techniques proves the validity of this method. The model without scattering compares well with known ion temperatures from a similar method. In most cases the
results are either identical after rounding or slightly smaller than the reported values. Discrepancies in the ion temperatures may come from multiple sources. The
main culprits are most likely differences in the data excluded from the fit, representation of the neutron energy spectrum, e.g., Brysk versus Ballabio, variation in the
neutron-burn time history, and differing instrument response functions, among other
things.
Ion temperatures inferred from the model with single elastic scattering compare
well with those that were inferred from the forward fitting Monte Carlo simulation
technique. Indeed, when the values are not identically equal after rounding they
only differ by 0.1 keV on average. The high fidelity Monte Carlo model of MagLIF
experiments on the Z machine is presumably the most accurate way to obtain ion
temperatures. Hence, agreement to such a close degree indicates that the accuracy of
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ion temperatures inferred from nToF signals is dominated by elastic scattering in the
beryllium liner. Therefore, it is prudent to at least include single liner scattering in a
forward fitting analytic model when high fidelity transport simulations are unavailable
or too costly to perform.
The time it takes to generate a synthetic nToF signal with and without scattering
depends on many factors. For instance, evaluating the nToF function at N points
requires O(N ) computation time. Similarly, specifying a small numerical integration
convergence tolerance, e.g., 10−6 or 10−9 , increases computation time. Since the
nonlinear fitting algorithm evaluates these functions multiple times, the computation
expense adds up. However, the average time it takes to fit the models to measured
data is still less than that of performing high fidelity Monte Carlo simulations and
post-processing the resulting output files. Table 4.10 lists some nominal computation
times for generating the nToF signal with and without scattering and fitting it to
experimental MagLIF data.
Table 4.10: The average time it takes to generate synthetic nToF signals and fit them
to experimental MagLIF data is relatively small.
nToF Signal:

nTof Signal:

Fit to Data:

Fit to Data:

No Scattering

Scattering

No Scattering

Scattering

∼ 1 sec.

∼ 10 sec.

∼ 1 min.

∼ 10 min.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion
5.1

Summary

The Z Pulsed Power Facility at Sandia National Laboratories is home to many exciting high energy density physics experiments. ICF is an important area of study in
this suite of experiments, and MagLIF, a magneto-inertial fusion concept, is aimed
at furthering Sandia’s magnetic direct drive target research in their ICF program.
Important physical parameters of these experiments can be inferred from neutron
time-of-flight measurements.
Neutron time-of-flight signals are measured at five detector locations on Z. They
describe the number of neutrons detected in a MagLIF experiment. The most important component of the nToF signal is the neutron variance. It is equivalent to the
neutron scalar flux at the detector. Simple analytic models and high fidelity radiation
transport simulations have been used in the past to approximate the neutron variance. Low fidelity analytic models do not accurately capture the relevant physics of a
MagLIF experiment, while high fidelity neutron transport simulations can be computationally expensive. Hence, there is a need for an analytic model that captures the
relevant physics associated with neutron transport in the Z machine environment.
The analytic model proposed in this work includes: primary un-scattered DD
neutrons, single elastic scattering in the beryllium MagLIF target liner, and attenuation through the line-of-sight. Equations of the model were derived from a linear
Boltzmann transport equation and were written in a Matlab script. Parameters of
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the MagLIF experiment were extracted from measured nToF signals, and the model
was determined to only be sensitive to the burn-weighted ion temperature.
Ion temperatures from other low and high fidelity models were compared to values
obtained in this work. The results of a similar low fidelity model without scattering were reproduced using the no scatter model developed here. Using the analytic
model with single elastic scattering in the liner, ion temperatures were extracted from
measured nToF signals and found to be nearly identical to the results of high fidelity
MCNP simulations. Average timing results were recorded for each analytic model,
and found to be smaller than those from the MCNP simulations. These results prove
the viability of this method and confirm the initial conjecture that scattering in the
liner contributes more to the nToF signal than other components of Z.

5.2

Future Work

If sufficient interest in this work persists, then the analytic model developed here
can be used to infer the ion temperature of MagLIF experiments for future shots. A
systematically developed computer program should be written to improve the performance of the numerical algorithms necessary to compute the neutron variance. This
would reduce the computation time necessary for fitting the model to data and make
it easier to automate the data analysis.
The model can be improved by finding ways to remove unnecessary fitting coefficients from the equations. Doing this may allow the program to extract liner areal
densities from measured nToF signals with much more accuracy. However, it may
be determined that other methods are needed to extract this parameter with the
certainty that is required.
Extending this analysis to include every detector location is important. Analyzing
every nToF signal may prove that some of the assumptions that are valid for the front
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LOS 270 detector do not apply to the other locations. In this case, the model would
need to be adjusted to include whatever relevant physics is required for the other
detection systems. Once a suitable data analysis program is developed for each nToF,
they can all be simultaneously analyzed and the ion temperature can be reported with
much greater confidence.
Uncertainty in experimental parameters propagate through the equations of the
nToF model. Hence, it would be beneficial to perform a thorough error analysis and
uncertainty quantification of MagLIF experiments so that the confidence in inferred
parameters can be improved. Doing this would help advance the evolution of ICF
experiments at Z, because the diagnosis of each shot would either confirm or deny
the validity of predictions based on theoretical models.
Alternatively, the analytic approach outlined in this work could be abandoned and
replaced by radiation transport simulations. The interaction of the ion species in the
plasma itself could be modeled with transport methods, and experimental parameters,
such as the ion temperature and neutron-burn time history, could be suggested from
simulations. These results could then be coupled with forward and backward (aka
adjoint) neutron transport methods to directly determine the distribution of neutrons
in the source plasma. Of course, the viability of this approach for fusion and neutron
diagnostics at Z would have to be explored in a scoping study before any serious work
could commence. This has the potential to be a great PhD topic and is left for future
consideration.
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